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Idea Book

a Youngevity brand

Do more with 				
		 your photos!
When was the last time you used your
photos to tell a story, preserve a memory
or reach out to someone you love?
At Heritage Makers we believe that
photos can be so much more than prints
in a shoebox or pixels on a screen!
There’s a power in photos and the stories
they tell, and we’re here to help you
make the most of them.

Capture the moments that
matter—big and small
Reach out and strengthen
relationships
Connect with the past
Give unique,
heartfelt gifts
P
 reserve your
stories for future
generations
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Heritage Makers began with a simple
concept and a simple story. It all started
with a granddaughter, Candace May,
who wanted to commemorate the life of
—DR. SHARON MURDOCH
her grandfather. She wanted to preserve
and pass on his stories, his values, his
experiences and his love of family.

“Photos without stories
are memories lost.”

So Candace got to work. She
gathered photos. She collected
stories. And she put it all into a
handmade book. Candace’s book
became the very first Heritage
Makers storybook, and the
cornerstone of the company vision—
to help people everywhere tell their
stories and preserve their photos.
In 2014, the company story got even more exciting when it was
joined by Rhonda Anderson, a champion of memory keeping and
co-founder of Creative Memories. Heritage Makers now offers
Rhonda’s traditional line of scrapbooking products, Our Memories
for Life.
From digital scrapbooking to traditional album making, and
everything in between—Heritage Makers brings you the best in
memory keeping products and services!

The memories we collect and give,
brighten our lives as long as we live.

See traditional scrapbooking products beginning on page 54.
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HM Studio

Meet memory
keeping at
its best!

Our amazing online design system, Studio, makes it
easy and fun to get creative with your photos and tell
your stories! Then we’ll turn your digital creations into
professionally published, one-of-a-kind keepsakes that
will last a lifetime!
Work online from any computer (Mac or PC)
No software to download, install or upgrade

Over
90,000
pieces of
digital art

Get creative with our archival quality scrapbooking supplies and fill an album with your favorite
photos. Or go to Studio online and make a gorgeous canvas of your latest family picture. Whatever
you want to make, however you’d like to make it, we’ve got what you need!
With a free Heritage Makers Studio account, you can use all our Basic digital art and templates. Or
upgrade your account to include Premier access, and enjoy the use of over 90,000 pieces of digital
art and 10,000 + templates.
COST

STUDIO ACCESS

BASIC ACCESS

FREE

6,000 pieces of art
850+ templates

PREMIER ACCESS

$19.95/month or
FREE with Club HM

90,000 pieces of art
10,000+ templates

(see page 69 for details)
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Over 70 product types to choose from

Over 10,000 easy-to-customize templates

Simple drag and drop interface

Free online tutorials and design classes
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Storybooks
A picture may be worth a thousand words,
but it still doesn’t tell the whole story!
Celebrate your favorite photos, stories and memories with one of our signature storybooks. Choose
from a variety of sizes, cover options and pre-designed templates (or make yours completely from
scratch). Whatever your story—we’ve got you covered!
FLIP
BOOK

7.5 X 10

8X8
SOFT-BOUND
5X5

7X5

13 X 11 LEGACY

6X9
WIREBOUND
BOOK

SQUARE
FLIP
BOOK

12 X 12
11.5 X 8.5

8X8

12 X 12 LAY-FLAT
11.5 X 8.5 LAY-FLAT

SQUARE
SWATCH
BOOK

SWATCH
BOOK

111842
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Cards &
Invitations
5X7
INVITATION

4X6
INVITATION

5X7
GREETING
CARD

4X6
GREETING
CARD

5X5
GREETING
CARD

Because you really care!
Cards and invitations mean so much more when they are custom-made by you!
Personalize one of our fabulous templates or make one entirely from scratch. We
have lots of sizes, styles and finishing options—so your cards will be as special as
the people you give them to!

4X8
PHOTO
CARD

5X7
CIRCLE
POP-OUT
CARD

8X4
BRACE DIE-CUT CARD

5 X 5 3-PANEL CARD

123566
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5X7
TAPERED
POP-OUT
CARD

5X7
BRACE
POP-OUT
CARD

5X7
SNOWFLAKE
POP-OUT
CARD

7X5
BRACE DIE-CUT CARD

8X4
LEAF DIE-CUT CARD

5X5
SCALLOP CIRCLE
DIE-CUT CARD

5X5
SCALLOP SQUARE
DIE-CUT CARD

123567
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Home Décor
There’s no place like a Heritage home!
123190

From family portraits printed on elegant canvases to vacation photos featured on lustrous metal
prints—your home can be a gallery of treasured moments. With so many home decor products
and templates to personalize, you can fill your home with priceless keepsakes!
123188

24 X 18

18 X 18

WRAPPED CANVAS DEEP

WRAPPED

(PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE)

CANVAS DEEP

20 X 20
WRAPPED

20 X 16

CANVAS

WRAPPED CANVAS

12 X 12

(PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE)

WRAPPED
CANVAS

36 X 24

20 X 24

WRAPPED CANVAS

WRAPPED CANVAS

(PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE)

(PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE)

10 X 8
METAL PRINT

24 X 18 POSTER

11 X 14

(PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE)

PRINT
(PORTRAIT AND
LANDSCAPE)
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20 X 8

8X8

WRAPPED CANVAS

WRAPPED

(PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE)

CANVAS

12 X 12
METAL PRINT

18 X 12
METAL PRINT

12 X 8
FRENCH LINE
METAL PRINT

11 X 8
BRACKET
METAL PRINT

16 X 10.5
FRENCH LINE
METAL PRINT

15.5 X 11
BRACKET
METAL PRINT
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Photo Gifts
124268

This time it’s personal!
Treat friends, family and yourself to one-of-a-kind photo gifts and
keepsakes! We have something for everyone, including phone cases,
mugs, ornaments, handbags and more. And best of all, you can
completely customize each and every product!

BRACKET

FRENCH LINE

FULL CIRCLE

SQUARE

ORNAMENT

ORNAMENT

ORNAMENT

BRACKET

LOVE MUG

PLAYING CARD

TAG-ALONG

DECK

NECKLACE

ORNAMENT

SAMSUNG

HTC ONE X

IPHONE 5

IPHONE 4-4S

SAMSUNG

IPHONE 5C

GALAXY 3

CASE

CASE

CASE

GALAXY 4

CASE

CASE

CASE

DESKTOP
CALENDAR
12 X 18 NOW AND
11 X 16 CALENDAR

BIG BRAG BAG
BRAG BAG

8 X 12 NOW AND

LATER CALENDAR

LATER CALENDAR

HIPSTER BAG
11 X 8.5 CALENDAR
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Digital
Scrapbooking
Capture the moments that matter—big and small!
With over 90,000 pieces of digital art, Heritage Makers is a digital scrapbooker’s dream! Get as
creative as you wish personalizing our templates or designing pages and albums from scratch.

8X8
8.5 X 11

8.5 X 11

SCRAP

12 X 12

SCRAP

DOUBLE-SIDED

PAGE

POST-BOUND

PAGE

SCRAP PAGE

ALBUM

12 X 12
SCRAP PAGE

12 X 12
DOUBLE-SIDED
SCRAP PAGE

123887

123962
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Home &
Office
Promote your business like nobody’s business!
Promote your business, your photos, your event and just about anything you want
with our premium home and office products! From brochures to business cards—
you’ll find there are dozens of creative and useful ways to use these products!

8.5 X 11

6X9

WIRE-BOUND

8.5 X 11

BOOK

BOOKLET

8.5 X 11
FLYERS

BOOKLET

NOTEPADS

BUSINESS CARDS

LARGE ADDRESS
LABELS

ADDRESS
8.5 X 11.5

LABELS

TRI-FOLD BROCHURE

111320
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TEMPLATE SAMPLER

Memory Books

120449 Showcase the life and
adventures of a family hero.

98569, 98570, 114177 Gather your favorite photos, candid
moments and cherished memories to create an instant classic
that will be cherished for years to come!

123263, 121392, 123262 Make the most of a
year’s worth of memories with a stylish yearbook.
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TEMPLATE SAMPLER

Business

“Youngevity has changed my view of what being a “work-from-home mom” really means.
Because of this business, I’m able to be where I want to be, when I want to be there, with
those I love the most. The memory keeping products and Youngevity’s other life enhancing
products promote our physical and emotional health. The business gives
our family options that weren’t possible before, like sending our
kids to the private school that we desire, and taking countless
vacations. If you’ve ever dreamed of owning your own flexible
business, now’s the time to do it, and Youngevity is the
company to do it with!”

It’s our business to make your business
better than ever! Use our stylish templates
to stay connected, reach out, keep track
and get motivated.

KELLY BARQUIN Presidential Marketing Director,

123526

Roswell, Georgia

123525

123525, 123526, 123527, 123734, 124750, 123738,
122125, 123741 This coordinating collection of Youngevity
business templates includes a desktop calendar, greeting
cards, notepads, contact cards and more.
20
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TEMPLATE SAMPLER

Wedding

107571, 119661, 120198, 110543, 104948 From formal to
fun, we have dozens of ways you can announce the big news!

123224, 123227, 123228, 123229, 123258, 123259 Celebrate the happy occasion
and make the memories last with custom favors, cards and photo keepsakes!
22

120745, 120608, 120611, 120615, 120623 These beautifully
coordinating wedding templates include an announcement, a sign-in
book, place cards, address labels and more!
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TEMPLATE SAMPLER

Baby

120173, 120174, 120175,
120176 Celebrate the new arrival
with coordinating cards and baby
shower favors.

123090, 123091,
123092, 123093,
123191, 123213
Showcase baby
and preserve the
precious moments
with canvases, albums,
books, bags and more!
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TEMPLATE SAMPLER

Baby Cards
123784, 96852, 120404, 120132, 115340,
120118, 123785 Dozens and dozens of cute and
charming birth announcements and baby shower
invitations are available for you to customize!
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TEMPLATE SAMPLER

Child

118114, 118116, 118115, 118113, 118398 Customize these storybook and playing
card templates for a fun, personal way to teach children their colors, shapes and ABCs!

107945, 123730, 123729 Feature and preserve your
child’s unique artwork with a storybook, mug and card.

118144, 109372, 123787 Share your love and build your child’s
self-esteem with one of these meaningful storybook templates.
28
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TEMPLATE SAMPLER

Teens
We’ve got plenty of one-of-a-kind
projects for one-of-a-kind teens!

120883

120870

109430, 112150 Personalized
bags and phone cases make perfect
projects and gifts for teen girls!

121062, 120865, 120868, 120867, 120864 Show
your graduating teen how proud you are with custom
announcements, prints, phone cases and storybooks!
30
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TEMPLATE SAMPLER

Dad
“With Heritage Makers, I found an opportunity where
I can celebrate my own family pictures and stories
while helping others do the same. The online design
tool, Studio, is user-friendly and convenient.
This quickly helped me turn my
passion into a thriving business
helping others create holiday
cards and photo gifts.”
HELEN WATT Senior Vice

Chairman Marketing Director,
Gainsville, Virgina
123485, 123436, 122077, 104951,
122385 Show Dad how much you care
with a personalized card!

120229, 120168, 123159 There’s no better way to share your love for
Dad than with heartfelt gifts and keepsakes created by you! It’s simple with
coordinating templates like this storybook, card and mug.
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TEMPLATE SAMPLER

Mom

121153, 109384, 120848, 119952, 107869 Tell Mom how much
she means to you with a personalized card made just for her! Start
with one of our stylish templates or make one from scratch.

123461, 123440, 123439 Make Mother’s Day
truly meaningful with a coordinating set of custom
keepsakes she’ll cherish for years to come!
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TEMPLATE SAMPLER

Birthday
“I’ve always been passionate about photos, so a
business opportunity wrapped around memory
preservation is like having my cake and eating it too!
With Heritage Makers, I get to preserve and share my
family photos and stories and help other busy moms to
do the same. This has brought me rich friendships and
amazing opportunities. Most of all, my business has
inspired me to create meaningful keepsake projects
for my own family that we’ll treasure those for years to
come. Not only do I get paid for this, I get paid so well
that I no longer have to work outside of home! Thank
you, Heritage Makers, for this opportunity
and for the inspiration you provide
to the busy moms of the world!”

103201, 103203, 103199 Customize one of our many sets of
coordinating birthday templates to make the party extra fun!

ANNA BROME Vice Chairman

Marketing Director,
Commerce, Michigan

123744, 123745, 123746, 123748,
123747 Celebrate the birthday girl and
make her party extraordinary with a custom
print, matching party invitations and decor!
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TEMPLATE SAMPLER

Birthday Cards
110862, 123694,
92683, 123616,
113115, 103027 Say
it your way and make
their birthday even
more special with a
personalized greeting.
We have hundreds of
fabulous templates to
choose from!
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TEMPLATE SAMPLER

Heritage

106389 Feature the photos and stories of your family ancestors in
a gorgeous and elegant book that will become a true treasure for
generations to come!

40

109200, 109199, 109201, 117410, 109897 Preserve your family memories and
pass on a legacy of love with custom keepsakes that will last for years to come.
Celebrate your heritage with a canvas, card, storybook and more.

123273 Showcase the members of your
family tree with this elegant canvas.
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TEMPLATE SAMPLER

Sports
“Starting a Heritage Makers business was the best decision I’ve
ever made. It allows me to have an amazing income and still
have the best job around—being Mom to my three
kids. Whether you are looking to earn a little bit
of money or a whole lot of money, this is the
business that can help you do that.”
HALLIE REDD Senior Vice Chairman

Marketing Director, Orem, Utah

123390, 123387, 123385, 123400,
123393 Your gymnast will feel like a
star when you feature her photos on
a Brag Bag, metal print, greeting card,
canvas and matching set of notepads!

123113, 122381, 123116, 123110 Build
your sport star’s confidence and celebrate his
achievements by making him the focus of a
coordinated set of keepsakes like this metal
print, storybook, mug and card.
42
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SEASONAL SAMPLER

Spring

119871, 119882, 121133, 119861, 111969 Share lovely
springtime sentiments with a personalized greeting that is
sure to be appreciated.

123930, 123927, 123929, 123926, 123928 Add a personal,
cheerful touch to your home decor this spring and make extra special
Easter greetings and treats with some of our fun, fresh templates!
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SEASONAL SAMPLER

Summer
123373, 123760, 112265 Cool summertime parties will be even more
sweet when you invite your friends with custom invitations like these!

123758, 122975 Showcase your
patriot pride with a personalized
print to add a colorful touch to
your seasonal decor!

123375, 123759, 123376, 123379,
123378, 123377 Capture fun and
favorite summer memories in a custom
storybook. And don’t forget personalized
invitations, banners and name tags for
your family gatherings.
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SEASONAL SAMPLER

Fall
113049, 112581, 124014, 94602, 109236 Making custom
Halloween and Thanksgiving greetings and invitations is as easy
as pie with our seasonal templates!

“I love being a Heritage Maker! Our products touch lives
and heal hearts. Our business opportunity empowers
independent distributors everywhere to dream big and
find success doing something they really enjoy. To anyone
who is considering this business, I say that you really
have nothing to lose and everything to gain! At the very
least, you’ll be filling your own home with amazing
keepsakes, connecting with wonderful people
and experiencing personal growth. At the
very most, you’ll be earning an incredible
income along the way!”
WENDY MCGEE Senior Vice Chairman

Marketing Director, Pleasant Grove, Utah
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123957, 123958, 123961, 123960, 123959, 123954, 123955, 123956 From treat labels
to metal prints—create Halloween home and party decor that’s frighteningly fantastic!
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SEASONAL SAMPLER

Winter
118073, 123783, 123782 Personalized, heartfelt cards and
books are the perfect way to share your love this Valentine’s Day!

112851, 112850 Preserve and celebrate your unique holiday
traditions and memories in a custom storybook.

125131, 125127, 125124, 125126, 125128 Count down to Christmas and share the holiday
spirit with a variety of custom keepsakes like metal prints, ornaments, cards and mugs.
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SEASONAL SAMPLER

Winter
Cards
123752, 113986, 114440, 123736,
113981, 123737, 119991, 119581,
118629 Brighten the holidays and share
your love with meaningful cards and
ornaments that are sure to be treasured!
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PRODUCT SAMPLER
For more than ten years, Heritage Makers has provided
the best in digital scrapbooking and custom photomerchandise. Now, partnered with Rhonda Kanning
Anderson, co-founder of Creative Memories, we are
proud to offer the best in traditional scrapbooking
albums, papers and tools. This new line of products,
Our Memories for Life, lets us provide all the best
options in memory keeping!
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PRODUCT SAMPLER
“One of my favorite quotes is: ‘A
birth certificate shows that you
were born, a death certificate
shows that you died, a photo
album shows that you lived.’ At
Heritage Makers, we now provide
both digital and traditional solutions for
creating the perfect story of your amazing life.
And, with the vision and fiscal strength provided by Youngevity,
we are poised to be the premier provider of photo solutions.
Come join us now and enjoy a fulfilling career while you
document and share your photos and stories.”

Our Memories for Life
If it’s not in a scrapbook, it didn’t happen! Capture and share life’s precious
moments one page at a time with Our Memories for Life, a fabulous line of
traditional scrapbooking products! We have everything you need to make
your memories last:

Album Coversets
Designer Cardstock
Refill Pages

RHONDA ANDERSON Senior Vice Chairman

Marketing Director, Windsor, Colorado

Page Protectors & Sleeves
P
 ens, Adhesives, Tools

USOM400050
Black Album
Coverset
USOM200007
7-Inch Personal Trimmer
USOM280000
Tape Runner

USOM250010 Border Maker System
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USOM00000
12-Inch Straight
Trimmer
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PRODUCT SAMPLER

Our Memories for Life
The time-honored tradition of album making and scrapbooking let’s us hold on to
the things we love, the things we are, and the things we never want to lose. The
Our Memories for Life traditional scrapbooking product line has everything you
need to make your memories
last, beautifully.

“What I love about my Heritage Makers/Youngevity business is sharing
the products I am most passionate about. I’m doing something that is
good for my health and my family, and helping others do
the same. I love having access to hundreds of quality
products I enjoy using. Youngevity’s excellent
training, combined with their amazing products,
creates a unique and incredible business model
where success is simple!”
LISA NELSON Presidential Marketing Director,

Saratoga Springs, Utah
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PRODUCT SAMPLER

Our Memories
for Life

Blue Skies Collection
Border Strips USOM520303
Journal Cards USOM540303
Designer Cardstock USOM500303

Creme de la Creme Collection
Border Strips USOM520500
Journal Cards USOM540500
Designer Cardstock USOM500500

Coordinating paper and refill pages in our
Designer Collections give you all kinds of
creative options for preserving your photos
and memories. Journal Mounting Cards and
Border Strips make it quick, fun and easy!

Clean Slate Blue Collection
Border Strips USOM520302
Journal Cards USOM540302
Designer Cardstock USOM500302
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Playful Primary Collection
Border Strips USOM520040
Journal Cards USOM540040
Designer Cardstock USOM500040

Black Noir Collection
Border Strips USOM520050
Journal Cards USOM540050
Designer Cardstock USOM500050
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PRODUCT SAMPLER

Our Memories for Life
Beautiful decorative borders are a breeze with the Our Memories for Life Border Maker
System! The heavy duty, extra large size has 11 moveable partitions and measures a generous
16 x 9 x 5. Nine border cartridges are available in a variety of charming styles. Keep everything
organized and ready for use in the handy and stylish Border Maker Tools Case.

Use our quality tools and adhesive to create one-of-a-kind pages, then
give them a permanent, photo-safe home in a stunning Album Coverset.

USOM270520
Border Maker Tools Case
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PRODUCT SAMPLER

Our Memories for Life
Everyone has photos and a stories to tell! Even if you have limited time, with Our Memories for
Life designer products you can be an accomplished album maker in minutes. Your precious
memories can be creatively showcased and lovingly preserved for generations to come!
See all the currently available Our Memories for Life products and purchase online at
www.heritagemakers.com.

Price List
OUR MEMORIES
FOR LIFE

RETAIL

WHOLESALE

assorted micron pens

$20.00

$14.00

black micron pen

$5.00

$3.50

black calligraphy pen

$5.00

$3.50

white gelly pen

$3.50

$2.45

album coverset

$43.00

$30.00

designer cardstock paper

$14.29

$10.00

designer border strips

$11.50

$8.00

designer journal mounting cards

$13.00

$9.00

designer refill pages

$33.75

$25.00

solid refill pages

$25.71

$18.00

12-inch straight trimmer

$40.00

$28.00

7-inch personal trimmer

$28.57

$20.00

border maker system

$42.86

$30.00

border maker cartridge

$21.42

$15.00

tape runner

$11.43

$8.00

tape runner refill

$10.00

$7.00

12 x 12 traditional page protectors

$13.00

$9.10

12-inch trimmer replacement blade

$10.00

$7.00

$7.14

$5.00

12-inch trimmer replacement mat

*See Heritage Makers website for current list of all Our Memories for
Life products and product information.
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Price List
STORYBOOKS

CARDS &
INVITATIONS

PHOTO GIFTS

continued...
Club pricing
RETAIL

WHOLESALE

CLUB

GOLD CLUB

5 x 5 storybook

$43.75

$30.63

$26.04

$22.97

7 x 5 storybook

$50.00

$35.00

$29.75

$26.25

8 x 8 storybook

$62.50

$43.75

$37.19

8 x 8 soft-bound book

$31.25

$21.88

7.5 x 10 storybook

$75.00

11.5 x 8.5 storybook

Club pricing
RETAIL

WHOLESALE

CLUB

GOLD CLUB

business cards (50)

$7.50

$5.25

$4.46

$3.94

double-sided (50)

$8.75

$6.13

$5.21

$4.59

$32.81

address labels (54)

$5.00

$3.50

$2.98

$2.63

$18.59

$16.41

large address labels (12)

$7.50

$5.25

$4.46

$3.94

$52.50

$44.63

$39.38

8.5 x 11 flyers (30)

$25.00

$17.50

$14.88

$13.13

$75.00

$52.50

$44.63

$39.38

$37.50

$26.25

$22.31

$19.69

11.5 x 8.5 lay-flat storybook

$150.00

$105.00

$89.25

$78.75

8.5 x 11.5 tri-fold brochures (20)

$27.50

$19.25

$16.36

$14.44

12 x 12 storybook

$87.50

$61.25

$52.06

$45.94

6 x 9 booklet

$12.50

$8.75

$7.44

$6.56

12 x 12 lay-flat storybook

$175.00

$122.50

$104.13

$91.88

8.5 x 11 booklet

$18.75

$13.13

$11.16

$9.84

13 x 11 legacy storybook

$125.00

$87.50

$74.38

$65.63

8.5 x 11 wire-bound book

$31.25

$21.88

$18.59

$16.41

square swatch/flip book

$25.00

$17.50

$14.88

$13.13

3 x 9 notepad set

$36.26

$25.38

$21.57

$19.04

swatch/flip book

$22.50

$15.75

$13.39

$11.81

8 x 8 wrapped canvas

$62.50

$43.75

$37.19

$32.81

6 x 9 wire-bound book

$31.25

$21.88

$18.59

$16.41

8 x 20 wrapped canvas

$100.00

$70.00

$59.50

$52.50

4 x 6 invitation

$3.13

$2.19

$1.86

$1.64

12 x 12 wrapped canvas

$87.50

$61.25

$52.06

$45.94

4 x 6 greeting card

$3.75

$2.63

$2.23

$1.97

16 x 20 wrapped canvas

$125.00

$87.50

$74.38

$65.63

4 x 8 photo card

$1.56

$1.09

$0.93

$0.82

20 x 20 wrapped canvas

$137.50

$96.25

$81.81

$72.19

5 x 5 greeting card

$3.75

$2.63

$2.23

$1.97

20 x 24 wrapped canvas

$150.00

$105.00

$89.25

$78.75

5 x 5 tri-fold card

$5.00

$3.50

$2.98

$2.63

24 x 36 wrapped canvas

$281.25

$196.88

$167.34

$147.66

5 x 7 invitation

$3.75

$2.63

$2.23

$1.97

18 x 18 wrapped canvas deep

$162.50

$113.75

$96.69

$85.31

5 x 7 greeting card

$4.38

$3.06

$2.60

$2.30

18 x 24 wrapped canvas deep

$175.00

$122.50

$104.13

$91.88

playing card deck

$31.25

$21.88

$18.59

$16.41

medium metal print

$73.75

$51.63

$43.88

$38.72

ornament (all shapes)

$36.25

$25.38

$21.57

$19.03

large metal print

$123.75

$86.63

$73.63

$64.97

tag-along necklace

$25.00

$17.50

$14.88

$13.13

12 x 12 metal print

$111.25

$77.88

$66.19

$58.41

love mug

$36.25

$25.38

$21.57

$19.03

11 x 14 print

$6.25

$4.38

$3.72

$3.28

phone case (all styles)

$56.25

$39.38

$33.47

$29.53

18 x 24 poster

$31.25

$21.88

$18.59

$16.41

8.5 x 11 calendar

$37.50

$26.25

$22.31

$19.69

8 x 8 scrap page

$5.00

$3.50

$2.98

$2.63

11 x 16 calendar

$43.75

$30.63

$26.03

$22.97

8.5 x 11 scrap page

$6.25

$4.38

$3.72

$3.28

8 x 12 now & later calendar

$43.75

$30.63

$26.03

$22.97

double-sided

$9.38

$6.56

$5.58

$4.92

12 x 18 now & later calendar

$56.25

$39.38

$33.47

$29.53

12 x 12 scrap page

$7.50

$5.25

$4.46

$3.94

desktop calendar

$36.25

$25.38

$21.57

$19.03

double-sided

$11.25

$7.88

$6.69

$5.91

hipster bag

$137.50

$96.25

$81.81

$72.19

$5.00

$3.50

$2.98

$2.63

brag bag

$231.25

$161.88

$137.59

$121.41

$7.50

$5.25

$4.46

$3.94

big brag bag

$262.50

$183.75

$156.19

$137.81

$62.50

$43.75

$37.19

$32.81

HOME & OFFICE

double-sided (30)

HOME DÉCOR

DIGITAL
SCRAPBOOKING

12 x 12 scrap page lite
double-sided
12 x 12 post-bound album

*See Heritage Makers website for most current pricing
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What will you make?
Harness the power of your photos and stories all year long! Fill your home and heart with
meaningful projects, and have a great time doing it. Club HM makes it simple, inexpensive and fun!
What will you make?
 Family calendars
 Holiday cards
 Christmas gifts
 Holiday décor
 Family yearbooks

 G
 raduation gifts and
announcements

 Birthday cards, invitations
and gifts

 Shower invitations

 Family portrait canvases

 Family reunion keepsakes

 Family histories and tributes

 Family vacation albums
and books

 Family cookbooks

 Valentine’s Day
cards and gifts

 Baby cards and
announcements

 M
 other's Day/Father’s Day
cards and gifts

 W
 edding gifts and
announcements

 Home décor projects

What can you save?
HM products are available at wholesale price (30% off retail) to all preferred customers and Club HM
members. An additional discount of 15% to 25% off* wholesale is given to Club HM members at checkout
when they publish HM custom printed products. As part of a monthly purchasing plan, Club members
receive points* (wholesale credits), that can be used toward any purchase.

CLUB MEMBER

PREFERRED CUSTOMER

WHOLESALE PRICE
(30% off retail)

Project
Publishing
(PURCHASING)

WHOLESALE PRICE

30% off retail

 Sports team posters
and keepsakes

AND
CLUB PUBLISHING DISCOUNT

15% off or 25% off

(Gold)

wholesale at checkout

 Family games

Art & Templates

Publishing
Extras

Photo Storage

Basic- FREE
Premier- FREE

Basic- FREE
Premier- $19.95/mo.
$ per project

select extras FREE
10 GB FREE
25 GB FREE (Gold)

2 GB FREE

membership plan*:
Price

pay as you go

BRONZE
LEVEL

SILVER
LEVEL

GOLD
LEVEL

$30 $50 $100
* Points (wholesale credits) can be redeemed immediately or stored on account and remain valid for 12 months. The 15% Club and 25% Gold Club
discounts only apply to HM digital products at time of publishing (ordering a completed project). Club members must have current membership to
receive this additional publishing discount. Club memberships renew automatically and can be cancelled or adjusted online at any time.

Join us! Become part of our
active, creative Heritage Makers
community! Attend free design
classes, ask questions, participate
in design challenges,
show off your projects
and more!

Premier access includes:
Enjoy full access to our extensive library of art
and templates with Premier access.
90,000+ digital art pieces
10,000+ project templates
$20/mo. for Wholesale Members
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FREE for Club Members
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Get paid for doing
something you love!
It’s easy to fall in love with Heritage Makers. And when you do, it’s easy to share it
with the people you know! Building your own Heritage Makers business is as simple
as inviting others to celebrate their photos and stories, then showing them how.
Talk to your Consultant today about this rewarding opportunity!

Write your own success story,
with Heritage Makers!
Every day, successful independent Heritage Makers
Consultants—people just like you—realize their dreams
of earning income without having to sacrifice family
time, hobbies, health, or their desire to make a positive
difference in the lives of others!
Hand in hand with our parent company, Youngevity, we
are proud to offer a flexible, superior earnings opportunity
that includes recognition, support and exciting reward
programs. With our wonderful line of memory keeping
products and our expansive line of health and wellness
products, Youngevity is the perfect choice for starting
your own business!

Learn more
about the HM
opportunity
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Learn more about memory keeping with
Heritage Makers!
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